
Chapter 172:My Genes Evolve

Infinitely

LINGJING WARRIOR? ANNIHILATED A HALF-BEAST TIDE

The aura of this black scale demon wolf is powerful, even reaching the level of a third-order leader.

If it weren't so strong, its speed surpassed the beast tide so much, it would have caught up with Lu
Yuan and them.

Its body turned into an afterimage and rushed into the open space in front of the cave.

However, when it rushed into the open space, the electromagnetic restraint position acted on its
body, and electric currents flowed through its body.

Although it was impossible to restrain the Black Scale Demon Wolf in place, it reduced its speed by
a large amount.

The black scale demon wolf rushed in front of Lu Yuan, before he had time to attack, a sharp light
flashed in Lu Yuan's eyes. Hei Gangjin, the white jade spirit body and the mechanical load were all
used.

Plus the power potions and wild power charms you use.

Lu Yuan's power at this moment would not be weaker than that of the Tier 3 leader.

Facing the black scaled demon wolf whose speed was greatly reduced, Lu Yuan slashed its neck
covered with black armor with a sword.

boom! !

The lin armor shattered, blood gushing, and the black scale demon wolf flew out at a faster speed

than it had come.

The huge body nearly four meters high fell heavily, and the ground shook.

Seeing this scene, Grote's eyes widened and their faces were full of horror.

"Good, so strong!"

Yang Qiu couldn't help but exclaimed.
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"This black scale demon wolf's aura should be a Tier 3 leader?? Such a powerful fierce beast was

knocked into the air so easily?! What is the strength of A Yuan?"

Grot opened his mouth.

Ding Wen breathed a sigh of relief and grinned: "What do you do with so much? The stronger A

Yuan is, the better we can survive."

Hearing this, the others also nodded.

After the black scale demon wolf was killed, a few more fierce beasts rushed out.

There are huge black blade cheetahs, steel horned dragons, storm tigers, and so on.

The auras of various fierce beasts are extremely powerful, the lowest being Tier 3 low-level leaders,
and there are even Tier 3 intermediate or even high- level leaders.

All the fierce beasts rushed into their positions, their speed slowed down a lot, and they came to Lu
Yuan one after another. Spiritual power surged and attacked Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan's heavy sword swung and slashed and collided with the attacks of several fierce beasts,
making a deafening roar.

Some attacks were avoided by Lu Yuan sideways, and there was a long-range crimson fireball that
Lu Yuan could only resist.

The roar sounded through the forest, and the powerful attack of the third- order fierce beast caused
the ground to appear cracked, and the mountains were trembling slightly.

Dust fell on the walls of the cave and landed on the heads of Grote.

But at this moment they don't care about this detail at all.

Everyone stared at the direction of the cave and the area where the scarlet fire was spreading, with
worry and anxiety in their eyes.

At this moment, a white spiritual light emerged, the Qi wave surged, and the scarlet flame was
extinguished by the Qi wave, exposing Lu Yuan's body.

Lu Yuan stood upright at the entrance of the cave, looking a bit scorched on his skin, but his aura
was still extremely strong.

"It's okay! Great!"



"As expected of A Yuan! What a monster!"

Grote's people are very excited!

While Stasi waved her staff, green lights fell on Lu Yuan's body, trying to heal Lu Yuan's injuries.

Lu Yuan at the door was still resisting the attack of the fierce beast, feeling the healing power of
Stasi, he was slightly stunned.

He was actually not injured.

It has to be said that after using all kinds of hole cards, Lu Yuan's current defensive ability has
reached a terrifying point.

He had eaten a fireball from a sinister volcano cat before, and he just felt a little hot, maybe his skin
was burned a bit.

But with this injury, Lu Yuan's white jade spirit body's own recovery ability can be recovered, and
there is no need for treatment at all.

However, since Stasi wanted to treat him, of course he would not refuse.

After Lu Yuan's attack just now, Lu Yuan had greater confidence in his defensive capabilities.

He set his target on the steel horned dragon who threatened the most. If the attacks of other fierce
beasts could hide, they could hide, but if they could not hide, he would directly resist the wave.

The epee in his hand only attacked the steel horned dragon.

The Steel Horned Linlong looks a bit like a Velociraptor, with a silver unicorn on its forehead,
which is fast and very flexible.

If it were in normal combat, Lu Yuan would definitely not be able to keep up with its speed.

It is a pity that Steel Horned Dragon is now in the position of electromagnetic restraint.

From a standpoint, its speed is greatly reduced, even for Lu Yuan, its speed is a bit faster than it.

Faced with Lu Yuan's violent attack, Steel Horned Linlong was suppressed.

After more than ten consecutive rounds of confrontation, Lu Yuan slashed the head of Steel Horned
Linlong with one sword.

boom! !



An extra sword mark appeared on Steel Horn Dragon's head. Blood flows out.

However, its defensive ability was much stronger than that of the previous Blackscale Demon Wolf.
It was just a serious injury, but it was not fatal.

After the steel horned dragon was injured, he became fierce and rushed towards Lu Yuan again with
a roar.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows slightly as he looked at the rushing Steel Horned Linlong, a little
surprised.

After all, it is the third-order high-level leader, even if he uses so many hole cards, he can only
suppress it.

Although it was said that he could fight a protracted battle, and with his infinite spiritual power,
these fierce beasts could be consumed, but Lu Yuan had no such idea.

Since it's just suppression, then just get something out.

In the cave, Grote saw that Lu Yuan single-handedly resisted nearly ten Tier 3 boss-level fierce
beasts, and their eyes were moved and blamed.

"Damn it, if we are stronger, we won't let A Yuan fight alone."

"Now that A Yuan can block so many fierce beasts alone, can he hold it?"

At this moment, a white charm appeared in Lu Yuan's left hand.

The charm flashed, turned into a ball of white aura and shot towards the steel horned dragon.

The Steel Horned Linlong was caught off guard, and was instantly hit by the white aura, and a thick
layer of frost appeared on his body visible to the naked eye.

Ice Curse (Level 2 100%): Lord-level curse.

This is one of the charms Lu Yuan previously obtained from the El Mechanical Ruins.

Lu Yuan had a lot of charms like this.

As a second-tier perfect lord-level curse, its power is not weak, but the opponent is after all a
third-tier boss-level steelhorn dragon.

After the frost condensed, cracks appeared in a short period of time.



Lu Yuan didn't waste any time. As the frost condensed, he had already raised his sword and slashed
towards the Steel Horned Linlong.

Heavy cuts with black steel strength and mechanical load continued to fall on the steel horned
dragon's neck, blood spurted out, and hideous wounds emerged.

Its body flew upside down and landed heavily on the clearing.

Lu Yuan was not very satisfied.

He feels that his offensive ability is still a bit weak, and the future transcendent gene has to find a
powerful offensive transcendent gene, either by learning powerful offensive physical skills or
spiritual skills.

Of course, this is the future.

Now let's kill these fierce beasts first.

Seeing Lu Yuan beheading the Steel Horned Linlong, Grote's faces were delighted.

Lu Yuan surprised them again.

However, at this moment, there were roars of beasts in the distance, and the ground began to vibrate
slightly.

Feeling the shock, the smiles on Grote's faces froze.

"Damn it! It's the beast tide! The beast tide is approaching!"

"How to do?"

Everyone glanced at each other, but couldn't think of a way.

They are trapped in the cave now, what can be done?

Lu Yuan naturally felt the approach of the beast tide, and his expression did not change at all.

Soon, Lu Yuan saw fierce beasts quickly rushing out of the forest, rushing towards the direction of
the rock wall.

Lu Yuan was unmoved.

Anyway, the flashing entrance was so big, and it was blocked by some Tier 3 boss fierce beasts.
Other fierce beasts would have to line up if they wanted to get close.



Lu Yuan began to kill other boss-level fierce beasts.

It has to be said that in addition to the low-level bosses of Tier 3, Lu Yuan can kill with his current
power. Even if he is the intermediate boss of Tier 3, it will take a little time to kill him. The
high-level leaders of Tier 3 need to be polished slowly. .

Lu Yuan had no plans to grind.

He took out one by one mantra to assist, and easily killed each Tier 3 leader.

Seeing Lu Yuan's relaxed look, Grote, who was originally worried about the beast tide, stupidly cut
into the cave and stared at Lu Yuan blankly.

Lu Yuan's performance simply refreshed their worldview.

No... a normal second-tier lord, it is very difficult to defeat a third-tier leader, right?

Lu Yuan was better. As a Tier 2 low-level lord, he was still unmoved in the face of a siege of a
group of Tier 3 leaders.

If this is the case, they can barely understand with a powerful genetic weapon, using various boosts.

But when Lu Yuan was fighting, he would throw all kinds of charms if he didn't agree with him.

And each of them can have a great impact on the fierce beasts of the third- tier leader level.

How precious is this kind of charm?

At least you have to buy a second-order spiritual crystal worth hundreds of thousands or even
hundreds of thousands in the auction house, right?

They settled casually, and there were already ten Lu Yuan thrown out.

This is a million-level second-order spirit crystal!

How much does it cost? ?

The legendary spirit crystal warrior?

Grote's faces were numb.

After Lu Yuan started throwing spells constantly, the leader-level fierce beast couldn't stand it
anymore.

Almost every few seconds, a leader-level fierce beast was killed by Lu Yuan.



Before long, the few fierce beast leaders who had besieged Lu Yuan were almost dead.

And there are a few fierce beast leaders in the beast tide to make up for their positions after the death
of their predecessor.

Even so, these fierce beast leaders were still easily killed by Lu Yuan.

Even after killing these fierce beast leaders, the tide of beasts still had no plans to retreat. Thousands
of fierce beasts were densely packed, roaring furiously and continuing to attack Lu Yuan.

The remaining fierce beasts do not even have the strength of the leader level, and the highest is only
the third-order boss. For Lu Yuan, he does not even need a charm. With various increases, his
combat power has been greatly improved. .

Not to mention that the fierce beast in front of the cave is still in the position of electromagnetic
restraint.

Lu Yuan is basically a kid with a sword.

The fierce beasts were killed by Lu Yuan. The corpses were piled up in front of the cave, but the
fierce beasts flew to the back. The red-eyed fierce beasts continued to besie Lu Yuan and then
continued to die.

In the cave behind Lu Yuan, Grote and the others watched Lu Yuan slay the beast with numbness.

At this moment, Grote's communicator vibrated.

Grote recovered his senses, took out the communicator and took a look, and then he looked
surprised:

"The vanguard is coming! It's less than one kilometer away from us! It will be there soon."

Hearing Grot's words, the others looked at him with weird faces.

Grot was taken aback: "What's the matter? Are you unhappy?"

Yang Qiu pointed at the diminishing beast with a weird expression:

"...Captain, do you think we still need a vanguard?"

Ding Wen on the side also has a weird look:

"I think A Yuan can kill this wave of fierce beasts by himself."

Hearing this, Tang Ji and Stasi also nodded.



Grote: "..."

His expression froze suddenly, and he felt that what they were saying made sense.

Grote gave a dry cough and said:

"Nor can you say that, A Yuan's spiritual power is always limited. When his spiritual power is

exhausted, what shall we do?!"

Hearing this, everyone was taken aback, and then their eyes lit up.

"Yes, A Yuan's spiritual power is exhausted, and I am afraid we are no longer opponents."

"The vanguard came in time."

"At the very least, A Yuan still has limits, he is still a normal person."

Lu Yuan stood at the entrance of the cave and killed several fierce beasts with a sword, feeling a bit
boring.

He felt that he needed a wide range of attacking skills now.

What's so special, if you encounter something like a siege in the future, you won't have to cut with
one sword every time, right?

It's exhausting.

Lu Yuan felt that his powerful single attack combat skills and large-scale group attack combat skills
were all well prepared by him.

Lu Yuan remembered it in his heart.

Then, he heard the complaints of several people behind him.

The corners of Lu Yuan's mouth twitched, in fact, his spiritual power would not be exhausted at all.

If he is really allowed to kill, he can kill these thousands of fierce beasts.

The big deal is that it takes longer.

Kill one in one second, from 60 in one minute, depending on the number of fierce beasts here, he
has been cutting for an hour continuously.

Lu Yuan feels his head is big.



But is the vanguard coming?

You have to grab another wave of military exploits.

Lu Yuan took out black psionic bombs one by one.

He took the epee in one hand and killed the fierce beast, and in the other he threw the psionic bomb

out.

Boom boom boom! !

The roar sounded.

The psionic bombs in his hand are all the second-order consummated lord-level bombs, and their
power is naturally extraordinary.

The fierce beast fell down piece by piece like wheat.

Hearing the roar, Grote and the others who were discussing hurriedly looked over.

After seeing Lu Yuan throwing terrifying psionic bombs at will, he became numb again.

Yang Qiu opened his mouth, his face full of distress:

"Enough! Enough Ayuan! Don't lose it again! Such a strong psionic bomb should be used on the
blade! How many spirit crystals will be obtained if this is thrown out!"

He was almost crying.

Not only Yang Qiu, but other people are also distressed.

If they have such a psionic bomb, sometimes they can die, it is a precious treasure!

How can you throw it out like Lu Yuan?

Hundreds of fierce beasts just to cheat the corpse? !

As for? !

After Lu Yuan lost more than a dozen psionic bombs ~www.mtlnovel.com~, it seemed that the
price-performance ratio was really not high, and the beast was nearly half dead now.

The remaining fierce beasts didn't even charge towards Lu Yuan for a while, but on the contrary
they had a bit of retreat.



Lu Yuan was so outrageous. One person killed half of the beasts.

At this moment, powerful auras appeared in the distance, and they surrounded the group of fierce
beasts.

It seemed to feel the breath. Among the fierce beasts, a dark red fur, a unihorn on the head, and two
giant dogs with dark tentacles roared, and the other fierce beasts wanted to evacuate.

Lu Yuan looked in the direction of the sound and saw the dark red beast, suddenly his face changed
slightly.

In his body, the Evolution Cube shook slightly.
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